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IN THE EQUALITY COURT
(HELD AT THE MAGISTRATE’S COURT UBOMBO)
In the matter between:
Case #: 1/2017

iSIMANGALISO WETLAND PARK AUTHORITY

DEPARTMENT OF TOURISM

FIRST APPLICANT

SECOND APPLICANT

And

SODWANA BAY GUEST HOUSE /
KATARÍNA KRIŽÁNIOVÁ (Manageress)

ENKI ANDRE M. SLADE

FIRST RESPONDENT

SECOND RESPONDENT

________________________________________________________________________
OPPOSING AFFIDAVIT
________________________________________________________________________

Be pleased to take judicial cognizance that this Good Faith Public Notice is for all Jurisdictions
and that this declaration of rights and all related communication is Executed Outside the Republic
for Use Within the Republic in accordance with rule 63 of the HIGH COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA
rules.

Notice to principal is notice to agent; notice to agent is notice to principal.
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I, Yahshuah, on behalf of the undersigned,

ANDRE MARTIN SLADE

Do hereby state under Oath as follows:
Parties:
1.
My name is Yahshuah. I am acting agent on behalf of the Trust of ANDRE M. SLADE. I am a 55year-old Hebrew Man who has been a resident at Emoyeni close to the park managed by the First
Applicant since July 2007. Address: Sodwana Bay Main Road, Mbazwana, Kwa-Zulu Natal. Post:
P. O. Box 1596, Mbazwana, 3974. Cellphone: +27 (0) 82 444 5841. E-mail: author@wtfh.org
2.

All facts contained in this affidavit are to the best of My knowledge and belief both true and correct
unless otherwise indicated. I represent the Second Respondent in this matter. For the purposes of
this Affidavit, I will refer to the First Respondent represented by My Wife and Myself as We/Us/Our.
Where applicable, the word meaning (etymology) was quoted from Dictionary.com. I am competent
to depose to this affidavit.
3.
I am a Laser Electronics Specialist by trade (Military Annexure 1). I am a passionate mechanical
draftsman/designer/developer, self taught CNC (Computer Numerical Control)
programmer/operator and a prototype product development technician, for which I have been
awarded a South African Bureau of Standards Design Award for Mechanical Design Excellence
(Annexure 2). I am also a dive instructor and underwater videographer/photographer who has
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worked actively in the filming industry. I have an International Wildlife Photography Award for
Underwater photography (Annexure 3). As national serviceman I was an Instructor Corporal and
bear a Pro Patria medal for border duty (Annexure 4).
4.
I am the Author of 3 books in a series published over 7 years; the Final publication is The book of
Revelation 10 by the name Where to from Here: Cognition, which I co-authored with Katarína
Križáni . Our subjects of research amongst others are as follows: Archaeology, Archaeoastronomy,
Astrology, Bibliology, Medical Science, Science, Numerology, History and Law. I designed and built
the house formerly known as Sodwana Bay Guest House. In the pasts two years We have been
working on a free energy device based on various theories concerning the Tesla coil, which was
halted when the funds dried up.
5.
To date We have not taken any proceeds in reward for Our work. The Publisher, Xlibris, will verify
this. As result of circumstances beyond My control, I closed Inner Space Developments, My
manufacturing and prototyping company, in 2010. The Guest House was Our only income. We are
presently living from the sales of My hi-tech workshop equipment, including My CNC milling
machine.
6.
Section 34 of the Bill of Rights states: “Everyone has the right to have any dispute that can be
resolved by the application of law decided in a fair public hearing before a court or, where
appropriate, another independent and impartial tribunal or forum.”. Thus in the interest of justice
We demand referral of the matter to the Constitutional Court on the following grounds:



The State Prosecutor of the Ubombo Magistrates’ Court, “Mr” Soko is in a breach of Code
of Conduct for Members of the National Prosecuting Authority under Section 22 (6) of the
National Prosecuting Authority Act, 1998 by being inter alia disrespectful, prejudice (unfairly
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discriminatory), perjurious and incompetent, as the recording of the session held at
Mbazwana Magistrate’s court on 25/05/2017 will prove.



The appointed Legal Aid lawyer, “Miss” Zikalala is in contravention of Service Delivery
Charter of the Department of Justice and Constitutional Development as well as Legal Aid
SA Code of Ethics and Conduct.



In accordance with SHERIFFS ACT 90 OF 1986 the Sheriff based at the abovementioned
court, Sheriff Themba, is guilty of improper conduct as per the Sheriffs Board case number
10121/11, ref: K11/1.UBOMBO/01/ns.



The Magistrates' Court of Ubombo is in contravention of Service Delivery Charter of the
Department of Justice and Constitutional Development.



We raise a number of challenges to the constitutionality of legislation, including the Equality
Act and Rule 9 of The Constitution, and such matters fall under the jurisdiction of the
Constitutional Court.

Fuller and more detailed arguments will be made to the Court when the matter is heard.
7.
We are the owners of the house formerly known as Sodwana Bay Guest House. At one stage the
First Respondent was rated on Trip Advisor as top accommodation in Sodwana Bay by customers.
On 22/06/2016 We sent out a standard quote stating: “Hi. We do not accommodate blacks or
government employees any longer”, as stated by the First Applicant. The guest house was a
registered sole proprietary not registered with any governmental departments for a reason.
According to SARS: “A sole proprietorship is a business that is owned and operated by a natural
person (individual)”. It is a constitutional right as per Rule 22 of the Constitution of South Africa
to trade as such. As result, We were allowed to declare Our right of association as per Rule 18 of
the Constitution of South Africa. Besides, We did not qualify to deal with government inspired
tourism as We withdrew from the Corporation, as noted by the High court of KZN during the trial of
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case # 10121/11 (Annexure 5), which was recinded as result, and also publicly on Our blog
http://wheretofromhere.org/. The First Respondent was closed by Us following the incident of
22/06/2016.
8.
The message sent by the First Respondent went viral both on local and international social media
on 23/06/2016. Soon after, 3 members of the ANC arrived at Our fence with Jerry Zikali (neighbour
and brother to the local “inkosi”) and asked Me where We were going to sleep on Wednesday
night. A week after the email had been sent, on Wednesday 29/06/2016 a televised march to Our
house took place, where the MEC of Tourism and economic development, KwaZulu-Natal, Sihle
Zikalala publicly made damaging false accusations against Us branding Us “racist” without
objective judgment, not knowing the reasons for Our statements. As result a charge of Crimen
Injuria was opened against both of Us on 18/08/2016 by Brigadier Paulus Teboho Mbele and two
others on demand of the MEC Sihle Zikalala, case # 76/06/2016. In a BBC live news interview that
went out on 23/06/2016 for about 8 minutes, the journalist falsely accused Us of maltreating Our
staff.
9.
From Our intense research into humanity We came to realise that the fundamental differences
between the various kinds of Homos (members of Homo genus) on Earth renders the Constitution
of South Africa “racist” as it clearly excludes Blacks by addressing people only. We came to the
conclusion that God Himself could be considered a “racist”, so We looked for the problem
elsewhere. We decided to turn to the only real law there is: God’s Law. As Hebrew, We decided to
devote Our house to Our family members, the tribe of Israel, who have remained pure in breeding
as per Natural Law.
12.
Rule 3 of The Promotion of Equality and Prevention of Unfair Discrimination Act 4 of 2000 states
that unfair discrimination is only unfair if it is proven to be unfair.
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13.
I now provide a seriatim reply to the allegations in the founding and confirmatory affidavit. Any
allegation in the Applicants' affidavits which is not specifically addressed in this affidavit is denied.
14.
RESPONSE TO THE FIRST APPLICANT'S AFFIDAVIT
Ad paragraph 5
The contents of this paragraph are admitted subject to the fact that We are no longer operating as
The First Respondent was terminated by Me on or about 27/6/2016.
Ad paragraph 6
The contents of this paragraph are admitted subject to the facts that the I no longer own The First
Respondent nor have We carried on with business since on or about 27/6/2016.

Ad paragraph 7
I admit I comunicated through email the following: “Hi, We do not accommodate blacks or
government employees any longer”.
Ad paragraph 8
As for My statement: “... we work according to God’s law and according to God’s law we have to
have some sort of segregation between the creation He left here ... the law YOU have in South
Africa is Satan’s law”. Rule 33 of the Constitution of South Africa states that We have a right to fair,
reasonable and lawful administrative action; in other words it allows Us to challenge government
regarding the way in which We are treated.
● With regard to segregation, We are required by God’s Law to do so:
“And ye shall be holy unto me: for I the LORD am holy, and have severed you from other
people, that ye should be mine”.

Leviticus 20: 26
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● With regard to Satan’s Law:
In Corporate pyramid structure, as Chief Executive Officer or CEO of iSimangaliso, Andrew
Zaloumis fits the same job description as Jacob Zuma only at a smaller power scale; he
has power to formulate the policy of this corporation. iSimangaliso is a small pyramid within
a bigger pyramid system, which in this instance is REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA PTY
(Ltd). The legal fiction REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA PTY (Ltd), which was integrated into
this system in 2002, is in itself is a smaller pyramid within a bigger global pyramid system.
At the very top of this pyramid system is The Roman Catholic Church governed by the
Pope through the United Nations and leading world banks.
● Banks are all about business and growth, and for this reason there is an “elite” group of
individuals who have power over almost everything and own unimaginable amounts of
wealth, which is mostly generated by the banks’ stock exchange and the investors and
interest/usury. In order to have stock to trade, one obviously needs stock of some sorts to
reciprocate a trade; the biggest trade is resources. The assets on the other hand could be
either land, equipment or even inhabitants themselves. In fact, a birth certificate/ID issued
to Earth's inhabitants is their corporation registration number and is also listed on the stock
exchange through various channels, like investments, loans and grants.
● In a corporation there is a board of directors who are in charge of running the business;
they are appointed to run and account for business as they are like the owners. Andrew
Zaloumis is the chief of this board. But what is the business that iSimangaliso is in as a
corporation? Although iSimangaliso/UNESCO is supposed to be non profit, it has
stakeholders; and if there are stakeholders, then there is someone expecting something in
return. As a country, South Africa used its rich mineral resources for trade. Due to the facts
that the mining industry is top performing industry in SA and the iSimangaliso Wetland park
contains high concentration of titanium, it stands to question who the stakeholders of this
corporation are.
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● The abovementioned global Corporate pyramid represents the New World Order; the
attention of the Court is drawn to the US dollar bill, where this information can be verified. In
order for the head of the corporation to be in full control of the entire system (pyramid),
there has to be a set of company rules by which all trade is conducted. This set of company
rules is called Maritime or Admiralty law; it is the law of the Sea/Ocean, which was originally
created to regulate shipping trade and should only be applied as such. We want to
emphasise the fact that this Roman law is illegally applied on land. The Bible describes this
set of rules as Satan's Law represented by the Sea beast (Revelation 13). The Sea beast
refers to the Roman Catholic Church/Holy See with the Pope acting as Supreme “Judge”
over all (Annexure 6). Through this in fact illegal legal system humanity's freedom has been
hijacked.
● In 2002 South Africa was registered with the SEC (Securities and Exchange Comission) as
a corporation (Annexure 7), which meant that SA became part of global Corporation. That
required all its affiliates to adhere to its legal system. Because the Parks Board was
originally in control of the park under an older “democratic” regime, its management had to
be replaced with a corporate body. Andrew Zaloumis was appointed by the ANC
government and communicates at top level there. iSimangaliso however does not take into
consideration Sodwana Bay residents, Black and White alike, which contravenes the
fundamental principles and objectives of the World Heritage Convention Act, 1999.
● PARI report May 2017: BETRAIL OF PROMISE: HOW SOUTH AFRICA IS BEING
STOLEN (http://pari.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/Betrayal-of-the-Promise-25052017.pdf ):
“In our view the South African case is just one quite typical example of a global trend in the
growth of increasingly authoritarian, neopatrimonial regimes where a symbiotic relationship
between the constitutional and shadow states is maintained, but with real power shifting
increasingly into the networks that comprise the shadow state.”.
The head of this shadow state is the bearer of the legal system upon which the global
corporation is built. This corporation has taken control of international business through
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cunning ways like colonialism, bribery and corruption, licensing and specific bar coding and
let's not forget charging of interest (usury). As democracy does not exist within
corporations, the inhabitants have no say in what happens with their land, their food or their
country and their freedom. The contract which the First Applicant uses to attach the
concession holders to itself is unfairly discriminatory as it denies them their constitutional
rights: inter alia the right to freedom of expression, conscience and just administrative
action. This contract is a direct obstruction of justice. At present the iniquity towards
Sodwana Bay community is blatantly obvious, as witnesses will prove.
● By demanding high beach fees from concessionaires, very difficult to maintain for majority
of them as business in the area has decreased dramatically due to inter alia high crime
(especially theft) and iSimangaliso policies. Big corporation is slowly destroying its
competition, as is evident in farming too. iSimangaliso Wetland Park authority has
appropriated God’s land and is exploiting the only beach entrance to this area on behalf of
a corporation with no regard or benefit to the inhabitants. No one owns the land because it
belongs to God who created it (Deuteronomy 10: 14).
● This annexure of business competition is the strategy of Satan, who is depicted as the eye
on the top of the pyramid (as also seen on the Dollar note). He finances the UN, who in turn
controls the countries that have pledged loyalty to them through agreements like the Paris
Agreement which leads to strategies like the National Development Plan (NDP). As
corporation sees every inhabitant solely as a corporation asset, there is no consideration of
the intellectual restraints of the inhabitants of countries, as We will explain. Satan/UN
manipulates the truth (John 8:44) in order to get the involvement; Climate Change is one
such lie. United States President Donald Trump's withdrawal from this so-called Peace
Agreement is adequate proof of its deception. In fact Global warming is not caused by
humanity, and I have proven that.
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● This trade legal system has replaced both the Common law and The Constitution of South
Africa. These two sets of laws were derived from Bible/Torah laws and rules; this is
Humanity's Law. Admiralty law only deals with subjects of the corporation. The Pope is the
owner of this legal system and his organisation is a convicted criminal organisation
according to a Common law ruling by the ICC. It is also now proven that the Holy See, the
army of the Catholic Church is the one described in Revelation in The Bible as the Sea
Beast; they created the legal system in contrast to God’s Law. The Catholic Church is the
one described in The Bible as The Whore of Babylon (Revelation 17). Therefore it is suffice
to say that if the Roman Maritime Law purposely excludes God’s Law, then it is in
opposition to God. The only one who could oppose God is Satan (the Hebrew word Satan
literally means Opposer). Therefore due to the facts stated above, My statement is 100%
correct.
15.
With regard to Annexure EC3 referenced in Paragraph 9:
9.1 a) “Black people were servants and The Bible made it very clear ... his Bible said he
could not mix with another race ... “. These quotes were found in the 1611 King James
version which is the best selling book of all time.
Jeremiah 27: 6: “And now have I given all these lands into the hand of Nebuchadnezzar
the king of Babylon, my servant; and the beasts of the field have I given him also to serve
him”. Zechariah 8: 10: “For before these days there was no hire for man, nor any hire for
beast; neither was there any peace to him that went out or came in because of the
affliction: for I set all men every one against his neighbour”. In The Bible there are many
more such descriptions. In Genesis 1: 26 God gave Man dominion over Earth; this Man
spoken of here is Homo sapiens (Caucasian). They are the servants of God, and Blacks
are the servants of Man.The Court's attention is drawn to the fact that South African Blacks
call Whites Mulungu, which is a common name of the creator deity in a number of Bantu
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languages and cultures over East and Central Africa. It is therefore fair to conclude that
Whites' representation as Gods has been preserved in African culture.
b) As for mixing: Exodus 20: 12 “Honor your father and your mother, that your days may
be long upon the land which the LORD your God is giving you.”. This rule for humanity refers
to keeping their family lines pure. This way, through procreation, every original pure
creation of God will survive and not become a heterogeneous Homo. It is the agenda of
Satan to defile humanity to create a single “race” on Earth, and he does so through
concepts like “racism”, communism and equality. Jeremiah 31: 27 describes it well:
“Behold, the days come, saith the LORD, that I will sow the house of Israel and the house
of Judah with the seed of man, and with the seed of beast.”.
9.2 “ We do not have the same blood, skin, hair, and there are about 300 differences
between you and Me...” As for the differences between Blacks and Whites other than the
very obvious ones, what follows is a short list of some of the less basic findings based on
the research of Professor Carleton S. Coon, former President of the American Association
of Anthropologists: “There are many differences such as head shape and facial features,
physical maturity at birth, brain formation and cranial capacity, visual and auditory acuity,
body size and proportions, number of vertebrae, blood types, bone density, length of
gestation period, number and distribution of sweat glands, rate of infant development of
alpha brain waves, fingerprints, ability to digest milk, hair forms and distribution, odor, colorblindness, genetic diseases (such as sickle cell anemia and Tay Sachs), galvanic skin
resistance, pigmentation of the skin and eyes, and susceptibility to infectious diseases. If
there are this many physical differences, it would be silly to think that there would be no
mental differences, and indeed we do find that they not only exist, but are of great
significance!”.
9.3 a) “ You are classified in The Bible as an animal, you are not homo sapien.”. An animal
is described as: “1. (zoology) any living organism characterised by voluntary movement; 2.
any mammal, esp. any mammal except man” or “3. a brutish or beastlike person.”. The
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literal meaning (etymology) of the word animal is living soul/ having life. “Professor Carleton
S. Coon (former President of the American Association of Anthropologists) wrote that the
weight of the average Black brain is 1249 grams, compared to the weight of 1380 grams of
the average White brain, and that the average cubic capacity of the Black brain is 1316
cubic centimetres, and was 1481 cubic centimetres in the White Man. He also found that
brain weight and size is greatest in Whites, with Orientals second, Blacks third, and
Australian aborigines last.” “Homo sapiens is the species of bipedal primates to which
modern humans belong, characterised by a brain capacity averaging 1400 cc (85 cubic in.)
and by dependence upon language and the creation and utilisation of complex tools.”
b) History will prove the contrary to the lie published on the ANC website at
history.gov.co.za. The truth is when the Boers met the “Zulu” tribe in Natal, they did not
encounter any civil society what so ever. They did however find a warrior tribe with assagai
and shields that did not hunt with bows and arrows, as did the “original” inhabitants, the
Khoisan. The reason for this is that this tribe had domestic cattle. The question however is
where they got them; they were not found with an alphabet or any records of past history,
proving the lack of innovation. The fact that they did not assimilate a concept of a wheel
they were introduced to by merchants proves their limited brain power. They also had not
colonised and developed cities, as Europeans did.
c) Further proof of animal behaviour within Black kind is evident in the rate of their
procreation, a result of the Black male’s reaction to pheromones. Rape and murder rate in
SA is at the top of the world ladder; barbaric attacks on white farmers, old people and even
foreign Blacks are rife. The corruption within the board of directors all the way to their CEO,
Zuma, and then some, is nothing short of barbaric. How is a corporate government to keep
any promises of providing housing and education when it inspires a population growth rate
of about 1 000 000 Black kids per year? The lack of intellect and insight within the BEE
corporation is also evident in the economic “growth” of the country. More evidence of the
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predominant intellectual level is visible in the job applications in this country; driver and
office assistant is the most common even after 22 years.
9.4 “Blacks are not people”. People are “human beings, as distinguished from animals or
other beings”. Human being: “any individual of the genus Homo, especially a member of the
species Homo sapiens”. If it takes an average brain capacity of 1400cc amongst other
requirements to be classified as a Homo sapiens, then Blacks have an average shortfall of
100cc. Many studies have come up with the same results that prove that Blacks have less
intellect than Whites and that African Blacks have an average IQ of 70. In Whites an IQ of
70 – 75 is medically classified as Mental retardation. As most Blacks are not mentally
retarded, it merely means that they were differently constructed by God, a reality Blacks
simply have to face and make peace with. If not, to be Equal they will have to be
reclassified as mentally retarded, with few exceptions. Besides, it takes an average IQ of 90
to succsessfully run a technological civilisation.
White colonialists called themselves by the name People, which described the Homo
sapiens (Caucasian) kind only; wild tribes in Africa, which are of different kind called Homo
erectus, were not classified until recently. Calling a Black a Man is like calling a Zebra a
Horse; they may look the same, but one is a wild animal and the other is domestic.
Moreover, these two kinds naturally do not mix.
16.
Ad paragraph 10
I confirm that The First and Second Respondents were/are in no way affiliated to the First
Applicant.
Ad paragraph 11
As for the emotion this truth stirs up, it is unfair to blame the bearers thereof, for the true guilty
party here is the one who spread the lies. In Our world only Truth restores Dignity. From the South
African government there has been nothing but lies and deception typical of that within the Roman
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Catholic Church and affiliates. How is any self respecting human being or beast supposed to have
respect for the wickedness displayed by the ANC and its leader, which downgraded this once
flourishing country to junk status? We cannot be a part of that.
Ad paragraph 12
The contents of this paragraph is noted.
Ad paragraph 13
In terms of section 9 and 10 of the Constitution of South Africa, We point out to the court that the
corporation described above is not reciprocating the inhabitants’ respect of the Constitution.
Through BEE, White men in South Africa are victims of unfair discrimination based on colour; how
is that respecting their dignity? About 3 million South Africans pay the taxes that pay the grants of
almost 1/3 of Black South Africans. The fact that no Black president has had the backbone to slow
down his tribes’ rate of procreation is a display of disrespect towards their own kind and towards
Whites as well. Last but not least, when the press and the MEC branded Us “racist”, they were not
considering Our dignity and rights at all. The White genocide taking place in SA today is unfair
discrimination of the highest degree, but nothing is done about that.
As for the validity of Rule 9 of the Constitution of South Africa: In light of the fact that God exalts
the Tribe of Judah above all, which is a testimony of His Hierarchy, it stands to reason that equality
amongst man and beast is impossible. Therefore, Rule 9 of the Constitution in itself is in contrast of
human dignity and God’s hierarchy (Genesis 49: 9). You are not all the same, as everyone is led to
believe; it is rather quite the opposite. Branding everyone the same is a brainwashing mechanism
of a communist ideology that comes from the feudalists and is a concept of colonialisation, as is
corporation. If everyone is the same, there will be no need or drive to advance a civilisation. This is
very evident in SA. White Man’s innovative abilities have been smothered resulting in a slow march
into recession.
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17.
Ad Annexure EC3
Our deal with the Jacintha from Times Media was welcomed. I merely referred the matter to My
Bride, as normal civilised couples do. We did make a fair deal with Jacintha, and We awaited
feedback. I even sent her an e-mail stating that Katarina was arrested and that they must postpone
the event; I never got any reply. Our deal was that Jacintha and her friends that wish to spend time
in Our company must read Our book prior to the meeting Jacintha insisted on. I was contacted by
one of these readers with some questions. In a phone call to Jacintha on 25/05/2017 @ 14h48,
she referred to this reader as Matthew, yet she denied her aggreement with Us. Nothing further
has come of it.
18.
RESPONSE TO CONFIRMATORY AFFIDAVIT
Ad paragraph 4
The Second Applicant claims to be mandated by the Tourism Act No 72 of 1993 to promote
“tourism to and in the Republic and for further regulation and rationalisation of the tourism industry.
This includes the co-ordination and rationalisation, as far as practicable, of the activities of persons
who are active in the tourism industry.”.
I did not register The First Respondent with the Department of Tourism, and therefore it has no
jurisdiction over the The First Respondent or Me as a free Man on Land, nor over My property.
Furthermore, the reason why I was not a member of tourism is because of the ethics of the ANC
and iSimangaliso. I do not believe that one can grow the tourism indusrty on the current image
South Africa holds in the eyes of the world. The reduction of Our kind of tourists was steady year
after year. In the years before closing the First Respondent, We saw very few international guests.
The word rationalisation means “to remove unreasonable elements from.” Was Our Guest House
an unreasonable element?
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Ad paragraph 5
The Second Applicant claims its values are “to be innovative, ethical and customer focused”. We
honoured all of these values set out here.
Ad paragraph 6 and 7
The contents of this paragraphs is noted.
Ad paragraph 8
The Second Applicant views Our comments “...to be extremely humiliating, hurtful and
discriminatory in our current democratic dispensation”. It suggests that the “...comments are deeply
demeaning and invasive of the human dignity of African people and government employees in
general”.
In truth, Humanity has been living a lie created by religion and “moral” dilemma. Blacks did not
evolve into a civil society of their own but rather joined and took over a floored White-man
engineered civil creation. Whites came here with a scientific classification of Homo sapiens; Blacks
ignorantly slotted into that; it was never officially questioned until recently. But in reality the two are
very different stems of the Homo genus, Blacks being from the Homo erectus originally. No one
said the truth is easy to handle, and We are sensitive to that, but running away from it is not going
to solve the predicament South Africa finds itself in right now. We also recognise that the system is
not fair towards more basic creatures and that the Black kind’s journey has also no been easy.
Ad paragraph 9
The recent spate of so called racism outbursts is caused by sheer frustration. Living under the lie
that everyone is the same is the root of all evil. The so called strained relations The Second
Respondent refers to remain prevalent due to jealousy and lack of humility from select Blacks.
Whites have been Blacks’ guardians and have taught them relatively well, but Blacks can never be
better than their teachers/masters. Aggressive and brutish retaliation is a sign of a simple mind.
The Blacks in Our neighbourhood have expressed their respect for Our courage to stand up for
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what We believe in. There has been no retaliation or aggression from them what so ever, rather the
contrary as they know/feel Our purity. We have no intent other than TRUTH.
Ad paragraph 10
The contents of this paragraph is noted.
Ad paragraph 11
As for the prima facie violation of Rule 9 and 10 of the Constitution of South Africa:
Rule 9.1 states: “Everyone is equal before the law and has the right to equal protection and benefit
of the law”. We give effect to most of the Constitution of South Africa but are loyal only to God’s
Law. We do not give effect to Admiralty law as it is Roman law. Our genealogy is connected to The
Tribe of Judah, who are the exalted Tribe of Earth according to The Bible. We follow original
Hebrew traditional law given to Us by Our God Yahweh in the first five books of The Bible, known
as the Torah. We regard truth as the highest principal and priority in Our lives. The fact that Truth
has no agenda and that We live in a rural area proves that We cannot be “racist”. As Hebrews Our
law stipulates what level and kind of association We are allowed to have with other kinds. Our
“Zulu” neighbours have confirmed that We are well loved and respected by Our community, which
opposes Our persecution (Annexure 8 ) and respects Our decision of not allowing Blacks to stay
over in Our house.
In terms of “equality”: We are proven superior intellects. As Our law is the original law of humanity,
as stated in The Bible/Torah, the state has to give effect to Bible law as most superior law; they are
bound to it by oath. The phrase used in court “So Help Me God” is proof thereof (swearing to
Bible). The foundation of Our Law is the 10 Commandments. Specific in this instance is the
command to Honour Our Parents. To Us this means to keep Our family root pure and Our bloodline
virgin. In Our Family, everyone has blue eyes. We are merely enforcing Our law in Our private
home very similar to men’s hairdresser versus women’s hairdresser or pet or not pet friendly
accommodation or a Hindu restaurant, which will not serve beef.
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Rule 9.2. “Equality includes the full and equal enjoyment of all rights and freedoms”. In a world
where everyone is equal, there can be no growth. We never once denied anyone of any right other
than the right of overnight stay within Our private home. The fact that I stated “any longer” is proof
that We did not base Our decision on “racist” principals although brutishness was taken into
consideration. As the Son of God, I do not see Myself as having an equal within the Homo genus.

Rule 9.3. “The state may not unfairly discriminate directly or indirectly against anyone ...”. The
statement MEC Sihle Zikalala made towards Us violated Us on the grounds of Rule 10, 15 and 16
of the Constitution. The persecution and prejudice We have faced from the government since the
22/06/2016 is direct unfair discrimination that has stripped Us of Our constitutional and Biblical
rights of association as per Rule 18 of the Constitution.

Rule 9.4. There has been no unfair discrimination from either of Us towards anyone as the truth
cannot be unfair; it is a fact and must be dealt with as such. Truth is however there has been
extreme prejudice towards Us.

Rule 9.5. “Discrimination on one or more of the grounds listed in subsection (3) is unfair unless it is
established that the discrimination is fair.”. We have not shown unfair discrimination of any sort as
cultural preferences do not constitute “racism” but rather cultural segregation (verse). In biology it
is known as nepotism or favouring one's own kind; it is a well known phenomenon in Nature.
Biblical Law is Natural Law based on righteousness, and in righteousness there is only truth; We
consider that to be the basis of justice.
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19.
Rule 10 of the Constitution of South Africa states: “Everyone has inherent dignity and the right
to have their dignity respected and protected.”. Only the civilised can understand what it means to
be civilised. Since the day of 22/06/2016 We have been humiliated, shunned, sworn at, attacked,
legally abused, refused assistance, assaulted and ignored. We were denied the benefit of Our
constitutional rights according to Rules 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15, 16, 18, 22, 24, and 31, 33, 35 of
the Constitution of South Africa and have faced these violations from Police, Courts, Lawyers,
Prosecutors and Immigration officials. All this for speaking the proveable truth that has been hidden
from humanity on purpose. The only way to have true dignity is knowing the truth because only the
truth will set you free (John 8: 32).
20.
Rule 8: Application of the Bill of Rights states that The Bill of Rights applies to all laws. It
protects citizens from things done to them by the government. It must be followed by all branches
of government.
21.
Rule 14 of the Bill of Rights states that We have a right to privacy. Our beliefs were very private
to Us. The MEC for Economic Development and Tourism Sihle Zikalala publicly laid complaints of
hate speech, discrimination, possible tax evasion, and illegal trading at the Mbazwana Police
Station before verifying them. He also publicly branded Us “racist. He is therefore guilty of public
deformation of Our characters, ruining Our impeccable reputations.
22.
Rule 18 of the Bill of Rights grants one the right of association. We were free to choose with
whom We associate. We have Pure Spirits; We cannot be “racist” as We cannot hate what God
made. We only oppose those who defy God Yahweh irrespective of “race”, colour or creed. The
word “racist” is described in Black’s Law (Maritime) dictionary as follows: “RACISM? A set of
policies that is exhibited by a person or persons toward a group of people of a different race...”. It is
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described in Dictionary.com in its etymology as: “1932 as a noun, 1938 as an adjective, from race
(n.2); racism is first attested 1936 (from French racisme, 1935), originally in the context of Nazi
theories”, but We are not Nazi. The concept of “racism” was invented to create “moral” dilemma,
and the word does not exist; it is only a social construct without any biological basis. Our morals
are based on God’s instruction, and We believe that We have been given more talents than others
for a reason. It is Our right to choose to associate with creatures of equal spiritual elevation. We
believe and The Bible confirms that We are the chosen servants of YAHWEH and Blacks are
servants of Man. We are rather symbiotic and compassinate as We comprehend God’s hierarchy.
Besides, God is Creator of all, which means He also made the Black kind, but no self respecting
man would be able to tolerate what is currently happening with the annihilation of intellect and
White genocide. As Elohim, We can only love God’s creations that stick to His rules. Birds of a
feather flock together; it does not mean they hate other birds.
23.
Judging by these violations against Us, it is blatantly obvious that the corporation the Applicants
represent has a dictatorial and oppressive ideology not in line with the Constitution of South Africa
or God’s Law. The Apostolic letter issued Motu Proprio on 11/7/2013 by Pope FRANCISCUS
confirms humanity’s total enslavement. It leaves them with two choices: Good or Bad, God or
Satan.
24.
As for the Applicants’ demands: There was no sign or intent of unfair discrimination, “racism” or
hate speech from Us. There is however unfair discrimination from the corporate government not
only towards Us but also towards the White inhabitants of South Africa.
In the name of Justice and for the inhabitants of South Africa, We seek appropriate relief from
court; Our list of demands will follow.
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Fuller and more detailed arguments as to why The Respondents oppose the Applicants'
allegations in this matter will be made to the Court where the matter is heard.

______________________
DEPONENT
Signed at Ubombo on 20 June 2017
I certify that the deponent has acknowledged that He understands the contents of this affidavit
which was sworn to before me at Ubombo Magistrates’ court on this the 20th day of June 2017.
That the same are true and correct to the best of His knowledge. That He has no objection to
taking this oath which He also considers binding on His conscience and uttering the words “So
help me God”.

(Signed)______________________________________
COMMISSIONER OF OATHS

Full names:______________________________________

Capacity:______________________________________

Address:______________________________________

